
Note True for pCCM too.
pp.
57-58

8. I.23

Prop V,W findimers, Livew linear then Faer

~-> Driaif <((zf(a +tv)
v ->TaV#

L ↓dLa
w=TlaW f.vEzrisicaroni

e

wh-DWILa idvecte=> T,()

Thus for MEW open subrfd ofan E-vs, identify
T,M, TpV,2V.

Eg. TAGL(R) =Rux b/c G((() /* is an open submufd.



Computations in coordinates
For (U,4) a smooth chart on M5p have

cTp: TpM =.T RM zi(yz) =Pei(9(p)P(p) x's ..., Xh
↳

basis elup...., olyps
Define Exilp:=dy,"(iles) cordinate voters atp

(form a basis ofTPM)

This for feCRM), elf:ilog(00"):ecebal
Every 2. Toh has a unique expression as



v
=viexilp. (Einstein summation)

ana (r,..., w") are the components of witthe coordinate basis.

We have(xil=(uiil((xil:v: (q) =v..
joth componentof 4

dFp in coordinates pp.
61 - 63

- -

ForF.U-2, daleib):FicDZIFSant
#
n

Rm

xj.u., X" yjo.,yM

so in the cord bases, dip has matrix <Fric: -F-A1ithe Jacobian! - (p)
0x(



For FM -> N, dFP isstill represented by theJacobian
Curf coordinate bases for charts atp, Y(p) on M,N)!

LargentBundle #11IIIIM Smooth unfldw/ordo

TMi =HTh cM ↓

(p,y)-- p ↑ M

For(U,4) smooth charton M, word fas

define 5:iU-R2n #R" N of4
i x, ... , x*



(p,vzi)r- (x(p),..., xv(p), v.,..e

inozunoluzRungnanaCfibijuction
onto itsinares

is an inverse -

yx,
Forsmooth charts (4,4), (v,4) on M get transition mapsn(

7.5":4(4ev) x(* -f(U-V) x1R"
x
soon,
M words of i

(x,v) =(x,..., x2, vj.n>Wh) -> (x'(x),...., RY(x), x(x)ri...., Ex,ie
which is smooth. -

↑(4"(x))
If SUi) is countable cover of M by smooth word charts,



then 1r"Ui) is a countable cover ofTM by smooth coordinator
chartssatisfying the hypotheses ofthe smoothmold chart

lemma,

Prop This makes in a zurdiml smooth weld with niim ->n

smooth.

Ifjustneed to check that it issmooth. For (4,4) smooth

chart for M, the word repin ofit on (n=4,5)is (x,1) x

whichis smooth.

Note · For (4, Y) word chart for M, F'll CARM

· call the tangenttrial when Ti mxR"
# Mup,



· Asection of HiTM+M is siM-TM sit.

⑮us =idM ⑭IHHIIIIM
i.n. (P)<ToM

#FOmn
May also calls a rectorfield. ⑦FEET

· Always have the zerosen OminTM

prx(p,0)

· A section is nonanishing if im(s)1inOm =

0.

· Trivial bundles have nonvanishing sections:fixso,
.:M
-MxRRY
pr(p, v)



IPS Why is is nontrivial? 27S
-

Hairy ball thm:
No nonvanishing vectorfield on Sh

=>is"I S2xR

For FM-N smooth, define its global differential

dF: TM- TN

(p(v)+ (F(p),dF(V)

Prop If F:MTN is smooth, then dF:Tm+TN is smooth

and TMIs TN commutes.
#M! ↓πN
m ->N
F



If coordinate rap'n ofdFis

dF(x,v) =(F(x), JF(A-V)
2

ZF.cx., ... EF(X)v:
Smoothb/c Fis smooth.

for MEN -p smooth

(a) d(GoF) =dGodF

(b)d(idn) =id+
m

i) a differ => dFa differ and (F)":d(F*")



Thus we have a functor
~ category ofvector bundles over

Diff -Bun anooth nflds handle maps
Mr TMM - sCh.10.

↑!dF! ↓F
N.- TNFN


